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CONTENTS OPTERGOCANTILEVER A simply perfect accompaniment to any boardroom, meeting or conference area, the 
OPTERGOCANTILEVER armchair is a stylish option that begs to be sat in. 

Uncomfortable workplace sessions sat in sub-standard seating options need no longer be 
an issue if you specify this chair. The beautiful contoured seat and back engulf the user 
and provide a level of comfort that’s second to none.

Available with either a chrome or black cantilever frame.
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Push the armrest button on the 
outer side of each armrest and 
either pull up or push down on 
the pad to acheive your desired 
armrest height

Slide or twist the adjustable arm 
pad to achieve your desired 
postion. The pad will slide 
forward and back and twist 45° 
inward or outward

Slide the adjustable lumbar 
support up and down to achieve 
the desired position to fully 
support your lower back area

Pull to activate the seat slide and 
manoeuvre the seat into desired 

position. Release to lock in place.

Turn to increase or decrease the 
resistance of the chair’s 

synchronised movement.

Lift the front RIGHT paddle to 
operate the gas lift. This will 
increase the chair height. 
Lifting while seated will lower 
chair height
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Lift the front LEFT paddle to 
operate the locking tilt control. 
There are 7 positions to choose 

from when adjusting the chair to 
your desired position
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OPTERGOTASK OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPTERGOTASK The multi-functional OPTERGOTASK chair ticks many a box when proposing an option to 
clients to suit the contemporary offi ce space.

The sleek curvature found in the cool mesh backrest, assisted by the adjustable lumbar 
support, provide an offering that assists with allowing the user to maintain the correct 
posture whilst working.

The OPTERGOTASK can be specifi ed with either the optional chrome stiletto or black alloy 
spider bases if the standard black stiletto doesn’t fi t your project brief.
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Parkside Mill, Walter Street, Blackburn, Lancashire BB1 1TL

Telephone: 01254 673 400      
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